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Abstract

In 2018, Leah Iselmoe conducted research with shíshálh girls and the Moon Circles of

shelkem as part of an effort to understand the coming-of-age process for women. Similar detailed

research has not been done for boys or men, and the information that does exist on this process

(by Peterson 1990) is questionable in its interpretation and presentation. The current work is an

attempt to remedy this problem by providing information on coming-of-age for boys that comes

directly from knowledge keepers within the shíshálh Nation, with the acknowledgement that

interpretation should be from within a shíshálh worldview. To that end, conversations were held

with various knowledge keepers regarding the topic and were subsequently analyzed and coded

in order to understand the themes contained within. Conversation analyses show that prior

interpretations of coming-of-age for shíshálh boys were not entirely accurate and did not take the

shíshálh worldview into account. Themes of respect and perseverance are fundamental to

coming-of-age and were previously not mentioned in that context. While this work does not fully

encompass the entirety of the coming-of-age process, it is the author’s hope that it helps fill the

knowledge gap and remedies erroneous information presented by Peterson (1990).
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Chapter One: Introduction

Coming-of-age and rites of passage are common themes in the discussion of children both past

and present. The process of transitioning from a child to an adult is culturally specific and

unique, though archaeological investigations of this process are often approached from a

Western, modern, and universalist perspective (Hollimon in Nelson 2006). For Indigenous

communities like the shíshálh, this is considerably problematic, as attempts to report on and

discuss coming-of-age have been questionable, misleading, and at times blatantly erroneous.

The shíshálh are one of six Indigenous First Nations that comprise the Northern Coast Salish,

located on the west coast of British Columbia (Merchant 2002) (Fig. 1). The swiya (shíshálh

ancestral lands) extends throughout lekwemin (Jervis Inlet), encompassing stlixwim (Narrows

Inlet), skwupa (Salmon Inlet), Ɂalhtewlich (Sechelt Inlet) and down into the Strait of Georgia.

The shíshálh are comprised of four distinct groups: xenichen, at the head of lekwemin; ts’unay,

approximately 22 kilometers down the inlet from xenichen at Deserted Bay; tuwankw, the area

that surrounds stilxwim and skwupa in Salmon and Narrows Inlet; and sxixus, in the area around

salalus (Madeira Park and Pender Harbour)(Fig. 2)(Joe 1995, Merchant 2002).

This project is an attempt to allow shíshálh narratives surrounding coming-of-age to be told

through their own words. A detailed examination of certain aspects of coming-of-age for girls

was undertaken by Leah Iselmoe in 2018. Her research was heavily based on ethnographic data

and interviews with cultural informants, and helped to explain how coming-of-age assisted in

Place-Making for women and girls.

This research project is intended to build on Iselmoe’s (2018) project by examining

coming-of-age for boys; specifically, how shíshálh boys experienced coming-of-age and will

attempt to bring forward the significance of the transition from childhood to adulthood in a

shíshálh context. Previous work on shíshálh puberty rituals (Peterson 1990) will be examined

and critically analyzed to show that viewing coming-of-age for boys in a lens of “puberty rituals”

is culturally inappropriate and has been misunderstood. By holding conversations with four

shíshálh Elders and Knowledge Keepers and using an interpretive lens that based on feminist
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principles and relies on cultural context, this project offers a stronger and more culturally

informed interpretation of coming-of-age for shíshálh boys.

The broader approach taken in this project mirrors the “intersecting narratives” discussed in

Angelbeck and McLay (2011); that there is no ‘best’ or ‘master’ narrative, and that each

contribution adds to overall knowledge, even in the event of seeming contradictions. Though this

will be discussed in more detail in future chapters, it is not the intention or purpose of this project

to challenge or attempt to overwrite shíshálh histories.

While the main focus of this project will be shíshálh coming-of-age practices for boys, an

understanding of cultural history is necessary to understand the contexts in which they took

place. The meaning behind certain practices may be lost without knowledge of shíshálh history,

particularly when compared and contrasted to other groups on the Northwest Coast.

1.1 Acknowledgement of Positionality

It is important to acknowledge researcher positionality when discussing research projects and

results. While I have been graciously granted permission to undertake this project, I am not a

member of the shíshálh Nation. I have done my best to understand the shíshálh worldview and to

use it as a lens with which to view the present and the past, but to fully comprehend the lived

experience of another is not possible. This research is not intended to challenge the shíshálh

worldview or to hold it up against other worldviews for the purpose of scrutiny; it is, instead, to

gather information from knowledge keepers and to synthesize it for the benefit of the

community. Contradictions and inaccuracies are the fault and responsibility of the author.

1.2 sARP

The shíshálh Archaeological Research Project (sARP), within which this thesis research takes

place, began in 2008 as a collaboration between the shíshálh Nation, the University of Toronto,

and the Canadian Museum of Civilization. The University of Saskatchewan later joined this

initiative under the supervision of Dr. Terence Clark. sARP is dedicated to archaeological

stewardship and Indigenous rights with the understanding that the project as a whole is reliant on

community consent and that all research is performed at the behest of the Nation.  For
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approximately 8 years, the shíshálh Archaeological Research Program has brought shíshálh high

school students into the field to provide archaeological education and the ability to physically

interact with buried cultural material (Bilton and Letham 2016).

Because sARP has been working with the shíshálh community for some time, ethical

frameworks for research have been well established. This allowed my own project to have a

framework from which to work instead of creating a new one wholecloth.

1.3 The Effects of COVID-19 on this Research Project

This project was originally designed to take place over the course of two summer field seasons in

2020 and 2021. With the spread of COVID-19 throughout Canada, the decision was made by the

shíshálh community, the director of sARP, and the administration at the University of

Saskatchewan to discontinue in-person research of any kind, including archaeological field work.

Accordingly, this research project was adjusted in scale in order to both meet the deadline set

forth at the start of the project but to also remain in compliance with COVID-19 regulations

throughout its course. Field work and community conversations were allowed (with restrictions)

in the summer of 2021, wherein the bulk of this project’s data collection took place. Time

constraints and physical proximity regulations unfortunately prevented physical survey of sites

discussed in this dissertation and limited the number and type of conversations with community

members.
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Fig. 1: Map of the shíshálh swiya
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Fig. 2: Map of the shíshálh swiya and the four groups that comprise the shíshálh with their
relative locations.
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Chapter 2: Background and Culture History

Six “phases” are most commonly recognized through the timeline of the Coast Salish: the Old

Cordilleran, Charles, Locarno Beach, Marpole, Gulf of Georgia, and Post-Contact. Though this

project primarily focuses on cultural activities in the Post-Contact period, it is important to

understand the backdrop in which this research takes place. Clark (2013) discusses in detail that

the word “phase” here is somewhat problematic, as it assumes at the very least a temporal

progression (and arguably a cultural one). Literature written on the subject of culture history has

at times assigned each of these cultures to individual and rigid timelines (Mitchell 1971, Matson

and Coupland 1995), though more recent scholarship has shown that these cultures had much

more overlap than previously understood. Progression through “phases,” therefore, is not an

entirely accurate description of events (Clark 2013, Coupland et al. 2016). With that in mind, this

project will replace the idea of “phases” with, simply, ‘cultures,’ as this seems the most accurate

and straightforward approach.

Fig. 3: Coast Salish Cultural History Sequence

The Charles culture is dated between 5500 and 4500 BP to around 3500 BP (Clark 2013, Matson

and Coupland 1995). Matson and Coupland (1995) discuss three “phases” during this period that

will be categorized as subcultures for the purposes of this chapter. The first, St. Mungo,

constitutes the sites of St. Mungo and Glenrose Cannery on the Fraser River as well as Crescent

Beach to the south of British Columbia near the border with Washington State. The second,

Mayne, is focused around Helen Point on Mayne Island. The final component of the Charles
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culture is the Eayem subculture, located much further inland on the Fraser River at the sites of

Esilao, Maurier, and Xay:tem (Hatzic Rock).

Adaptations to coastal and riverine resources are prominent in Charles, with a significant portion

of the diet being composed of fish, sea mammals, and mollusks (Matson and Coupland 1995).

The inclusion of certain animal parts in archaeological deposits, such as fish heads, point toward

processing being done on-site without storage facilities during Charles. Later cultures in which

storage technology was prominent have an absence of these parts because certain pre-processing

activities - the decapitation of fish, for instance - were performed at the spot that the animal was

hunted, with only the storable parts collected and taken for processing. Matson and Coupland

(1995) also discuss that tool usage in Charles differs from the Old Cordilleran, with a significant

reduction in cobble tools and an increase in tools made from ground stone.

Stone tool use can also be found in abundance in the Locarno Beach culture, including the

introduction of specialized tools such as the composite toggling harpoon valve. Modern

scholarship dates this culture type starting at around 3500 BP to approximately 1100 BP (Clark

2013). Matson and Coupland (1995) suggest that evidence for salmon storage begins to arise in

Locarno Beach, though Clark (2013) states that this has not been confirmed and, even if true, it

was not prominent throughout the culture. Salmon was a significant part of the diet, no doubt, as

well as sea and land mammals and shellfish. Locarno Beach houses were single-family units,

suggesting that the more permanent, larger houses found in later culture types had not yet been

established (Clark 2013).

There is some discussion over how status should be interpreted in the Locarno Beach culture

(Matson and Coupland 1995, Clark 2013). Labrets are one possible indicator of status, be it

ascribed or achieved. Grave inclusions for sub-adults strongly suggests some measure of

ascribed status (Clark 2013), though it seems that the context of status is not yet well understood,

making it difficult to come to a solid conclusion (given that cultural values or practices could,

theoretically, allow a ‘sub-adult’ to achieve status).
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Contemporaneous to the later Locarno Beach culture type, Marpole is dated between 2000 BP

and 1100 BP (Clark 2013). Marpole was, for a time, discussed as the pinnacle of complexity on

the Northwest Coast, filling in all of the markers of Matson and Coupland’s ‘Developed

Northwest Coast Pattern’ (1995): large, relatively permanent houses, long-term salmon storage

technology, non-egalitarian status (particularly that which is ascribed rather than achieved), and a

burgeoning art industry. Archaeological excavations at Dionisio Point, as an example, have

established that house size did expand within Marpole (Mitchell 1971). Additionally, markers of

ascribed status such as cranial deformations become more pronounced; while labret-usage could

be copied and adopted later in life, status markers such as cranial deformation can only be

performed when the subject is very young and, thus, were very obvious indicators of status that

could not be easily mimicked. Long-term storage of salmon is somewhat more contentious,

however. Clark (2013) argues that, while salmon storage was certainly occurring during Marpole,

it was not dominant to the degree once suggested by Matson and Coupland (1995) and, in fact,

that the resources gathered were fairly generalized and not hyper-focused.

Social complexity is a phrase often used in discussions of culture on the Northwest Coast (Clark

2013, Cannon and Yang 2006, Matson and Coupland 1995, Carlson et al. 2017, Orchard and

Clark 2014), though it is, arguably, an inaccurate lens with which to observe cultural change.

Definitions of complexity are often conflicting and contradictory, claiming that certain cultural

phenomena do or do not merit the label of “complex” (Marquet et al. 2012, Keeley 1988, Arnold

1996). Additionally, some researchers and academics add or remove traits in order to fit the

researcher’s culture du jour (Hendon, Joyce, and Sheptak 2009, Marquet et al. 2012), such that

explanations for complexity begin to lose utility. Matson and Coupland’s Developed Northwest

Coast Pattern (1995) is, essentially, a method for marking social complexity, with the implication

that achieving these markers was something to be strived for and that they somehow indicate that

a culture - Marpole, in this instance - is ‘more complex.’Clark (2013), however, has

demonstrated that technological and social changes on the Northwest Coast were not taken a tier

at a time as though progressing up a ladder as Matson and Coupland (1995) suggest. While a

complete discussion on the topic of social complexity is outside the scope of this project, it is

necessary to understand that the Developed Northwest Coast Pattern does not present an entirely
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accurate view of cultural change for the Coast Salish, and that the suggestions and implications

of social complexity are not endorsed or accepted for the purposes of this research project.

The Gulf of Georgia culture begins around 1100 BP and lasts until the transitions related to

contact approximately 250 years ago (Clark 2013). This culture shares many similarities with

Marpole, with a more pronounced reliance on marine resources and salmon storage. Large, more

permanent settlements with cedar plank houses were used in conjunction with smaller, seasonal

camps. Status differentiations such as cranial deformations continue, as well as more prominent

class distinctions into an elite class, a common class, and slaves (Clark 2013). Less physical

evidence exists to show artistic expressions during this period, though it is argued that this is due

to a transition to more archaeologically vulnerable material (wood, specifically) (Clark 2013,

Mitchell 1990).

The contact period with European settlers was disastrous for the Coast Salish (and for all

Indigenous peoples in North America). Settlers brought with them a host of infectious diseases

that cut through Indigenous villages and decimated the population. Merchant (2012) reports that

smallpox epidemics broke out throughout the Northwest Coast in the 1770s and had dire effects

on the shíshálh people. By 1792, a significant number of villages had been abandoned because of

significant death tolls from the epidemic (Merchant 2012). Between one third and one half of the

Indigenous population along the coast and in the interior had perished from smallpox by 1862.

Additionally, the introduction of firearms and the disruption of economies and historical trade as

well as community allegiances led to an increase in hostility and warfare between Salish groups.

Residential schools separated children from their parents and grandparents and fought to

indoctrinate them into Catholicism by demonizing their cultural stories, histories, and beliefs.

This indoctrination was often violent and abusive, and the staggering number of children who

suffered - sometimes fatally - at the hands of residential school staff is an issue that has still not

been properly addressed or accounted for.
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2.1 Subsistence

Geographical and ecological systems factor heavily into the development of culture and society

on the Northwest Coast. The main focus of this project is in and around Jervis Inlet, a

north-to-south running waterway that winds into the Salish Sea. The strait itself is a branch of the

Pacific Ocean that begins near Vancouver, follows the coast of Vancouver Island northwest, and

joins with the Johnstone Strait. Numerous mountains, riverways, and islands dot this region.

Jervis Inlet is the second deepest inlet in the world that rests upon the continental shelf.

These environmental features lend themselves to a significant number of seasonably available

marine and land resources (Mitchell 1971, Clark 2013). Sea mammals such as seals and sea lions

follow seasonal patterns that allow for routine hunting. Regular migrations of certain bird species

are also seasonably predictable, as well as annual cycles of vegetation, including fruits and nuts

(Mitchell 1971). Shellfish also follow something of a seasonal pattern and become one of the

more archaeologically prominent resources; Letham (2014:281) states that “shell-bearing sites

are the most common site type on the inlet shorelines.”

One of the most frequently discussed resources available to the Coast Salish was salmon. As

discussed above, salmon becomes a staple of the diet at least as far back as Charles, wherein it

was caught and processed on site. Archaeological evidence for salmon storage begins in Locarno

Beach but becomes much more common in Marpole, and some have argued that it is one of the

primary factors that sets Marpole apart from both contemporaneous and earlier cultures (Matson

and Coupland 1995). The advent of salmon storage has been suggested as developing

hand-in-hand with other social factors such as wealth-based inequality, larger and longer-term

settlements, a changing art industry, and rises in population (Matson and Coupland 1995) - some

of which are the markers of the Developed Northwest Coast Pattern discussed above. It is

certainly possible that some of these factors could be correlated to food storage technologies,

though both Cannon and Yang (2006) and Clark (2013) discuss that many of these ‘markers of

complexity’ did not necessarily develop alongside each other. Cannon and Yang (2006), in fact,

claim that population increases at Namu (and more generally in the Northwest Coast region) do

not seem strongly related to long-term storage specifically, given that population numbers do not

begin to rise significantly until approximately 4,000 years after storage technology appears.
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Salmon becomes such an important resource because their return to spawning beds is extremely

predictable. These returns vary somewhat based on species, but a commonality between them is

the sheer abundance of salmon that are present in each run.. Specialized catching technologies

such as fish weirs and reef-netting allowed for easy harvesting of essentially unlimited quantities

of fish for relatively insignificant amounts of effort (Clark 2013).

Other fish were certainly common to the Salish diet, including flatfish and herring, though these

can be somewhat more difficult to assess archaeologically. Orchard and Clark (2014) write that

herring specifically have the potential to be overlooked given that their small bones can be sifted

out of screens if the mesh is not appropriately sized. This creates an issue wherein smaller fish

such as herring may be abundant at sites but are not accurately recorded.

2.2 Status in Salish Society

The acknowledgement of social stratification in Coast Salish society is well established (Ames

1995, Ames 2006,  Burchell 2006, Clark 2013, Coupland et al. 2009, Letham 2014, Peterson

1990, Rorabaugh and Shantry 2017). Free people of the Northern Coast Salish, Central Coast

Salish, and Southern Coast Salish were generally divided between an elite, noble class and a

common class, with the former containing the bulk of the Salish population (Suttles 1951, Suttles

1978, Clark 2013). Slaves formed the lowest tier of society and had no freedom. These class

divides, though common throughout the Northwest Coast, were structured somewhat more

loosely amongst the Coast Salish than in more northern groups - “a north-to-south cline in degree

of hierarchy” (Coupland et al. 2009). Social mobility was practically non-existent, with the

notable exception that those captured in raids could become slaves.

The structures of social stratification - strict divisions between each class - are highly analogous

throughout the Northwest Coast, though each cultural group should be looked at independently

for specific details. Ames (1995), for instance, gives an example of Coast Tsimshian societal

structure that deviates from other coastal groups by separating the common class into two

groups: ‘other people’ (li'qakikkt) and ‘unhealed people’ (wa ʔaʔayin). While both classes were
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free, li’qakikkt were able to hold some titles and were considered a higher class than the

wa?a?ayin (Ames 1995).

Slaves comprised the smallest portion of Salish society (Clark 2013) and were, essentially, a

labour force and a show of wealth for the elite class (Coupland et al. 2016). As previously

mentioned, slaves were sometimes acquired through raiding and children born to slaves would

become slaves themselves. Those in the slave class were the property of their Houses and chiefs

and had little to no control over their own lives. Ames 1995 writes that “chiefs...could do as they

desired with [their slaves], including killing them as part of potlatches and other important

events.” With that said, Clark (2013:30) writes that “slaves were treated humanely and lived

within the houses of their owners.” This class consisted of both biological males and females,

though people within this class were considered genderless (Ames 1995). This meant that they

could be assigned tasks that would otherwise be gender restricted (Lepofsky and Caldwell 2013).

Common people were those with no titles who could not trace an ancestral lineage through time.

This group would assist with household activities and food gathering, the result of which would

be passed upward to the higher rank. Importantly, common people were not forever tied to their

Houses and could freely move to another. Coupland et al. (2009) discuss certain groups (the

Nuu-chah-nulth, for example) in which the changing of Houses was expected of commoners to

avoid an appearance of favouritism, though in other cases common people would change Houses

if treatment was unfavourable or if better social status could be gained elsewhere. This created an

interesting dynamic in which House elites would need to maintain a certain acceptable standard

of behaviour toward common people in order to prevent their transfer to another House. A loss

of commoners meant, at the very least, a loss of workers which could have dire ramifications for

food gathering, seasonal preparations, and wealth displays.

Given that common people maintained a level of agency over at least one of their resources -

labour - elites were limited in the level of power and persuasion that they could wield. Ames

(1995) describes this as “power to organize, but not power over organization” (p. 157).  Elites

were forced, essentially, to continually convince both common people and other elites of their

power. This could manifest in physical activities - gathering of material wealth, for instance - or
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intangible displays such as stories and communion with spirits. Both physical and intangible

aspects would then be used in potlatches as a display of House and chiefly power (Ames 1995).

Clark (2013) and Coupland et al. (2016) use the word ‘generosity’ in discussions of elite power,

though this implies a sort of altruism that is difficult to accept within this context given that the

‘giver’ would seemingly be expecting something in return (status, if nothing else). That is not to

say, however, that the entirety of the system was selfish or intentionally manipulative. The

dynamics and intricacies of this ‘pseudo-generosity’ are difficult to tease apart and likely vary

from group to group.

Indicators of status were touched on briefly above, namely visible indicators such as labrets and

cranial modifications. Labret usage first appears in Locarno Beach and is suggested to be an

indicative of differential, ascribed status (Clark 2013, Rorabaugh and Shantry 2017). Because

labrets require intentional modification to the lower lip over time, it would have been easy to

recognize those who were able to wear them and those who were not. The time required to

stretch the lip could have made it difficult to copy in a clandestine manner. It is possible that

labret usage did, however, become ubiquitous enough with lower class people to warrant a shift

to more extreme techniques of differentiation such as cranial modification.  This practice is

generally attributed to Marpole and is clear evidence for ascribed status, as this can only be

performed when the recipient is very young, and the skull is still pliable.

Burials are commonly examined and considered by archaeologists as domains that incorporate

and reveal elements of status and social hierarchy; archaeology on the Northwest Coast is no

different. Northwest Coast societies are generally considered to have been gender egalitarian

(Burchell 2006), though it is more accurate to say that this egalitarianism is contextualized more

in the realm of biological sex than gender. Ames (1995) states that grave goods in the southern

Northwest Coast show no significant difference in frequency or quality in male and female

burials, though Burchell (2006) expands this to central and northern groups, as well.

There is a tendency in Northwest Coast archaeology (and, arguably, in archaeology as a whole)

to conflate sex and gender - especially in burial contexts - and this makes understanding

egalitarianism in the context of gender troublesome. Burchell (2006), for instance, states that
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“since gender is difficult to identify archaeologically the biological sex of the individual...is used

as a proxy for the interpretation of gender” (p. 255). By using biological sex ‘as a proxy,’ it is

possible - even likely - that there are dimensions of status and gender that are overlooked or

missed. A deeper understanding of shíshálh concepts surrounding gender are required in order to

speak in greater depth regarding gender egalitarianism for this project, though it is more broadly

necessary throughout the entire Northwest Coast.

Both decorative items and daily-use items have been recorded in certain burials in the Salish

region. Burchell (2006) states that decorative items are found with greater frequency than other

items. Coupland et al. (2016) write that labrets and disc beads found in burials into the Locarno

Beach period are strong indicators of status. Indeed, it seems reasonable to expect that status

should be visible to some extent in burials, though it is necessary to acknowledge that these

items may have had additional or even different significance in burial contexts given that the

people performing the burial would have chosen the included items instead of the person being

buried. Not all items included in the burial would have necessarily belonged to the buried

individual during life, nor would their meaning necessarily have been the same. That said,  this

project is not expected to examine or deal with burials and thus the nuances in this arena are

beyond this project’s scope.

It is, however, important to mention one of the most prominent burials discovered in shíshálh

territory. Coupland et al. (2016) describe a burial site at kwenten make’ali in which the remains

of five individuals were discovered. One of the individuals was buried with approximately

350,000 stone beads, while the others were buried with between 50,000 and 60,000 beads

combined. The vast number of beads present indicates an immense amount of dedication to their

creation; Coupland et al. (2016) estimate that approximately 35,000 hours (nearly four full years)

would have been required for the production of the beads alone (not including material

gathering). This seems to suggest that systems were in place to support the craftspeople that

spent the time to make these beads. Coupland et al. (2016) also suggest that these beads are

strong indicators of wealth and, consequently, social status and inequality. Importantly, the

human remains at the site were dated to the late Charles period, much earlier than Marpole (the

period when most scholars had suggested that social inequality arises).
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Social stratification potentially has a significant effect on this research because the

coming-of-age process was not necessarily the same for a high status person as it was for a slave.

Some aspects of social stratification are discussed by knowledge keepers in this work, though it

is largely outside of the specific scope of this project.

2.3 Houses and Households

Knowledge of Coast Salish houses and households is fundamental to understanding society in

the central Northwest Coast. Houses were typically used seasonally, with structures varying to

support winter and summer conditions. Houses were not only structures used for safety from the

elements, they were also constant, physical reminders of one’s social position. Winter houses in

the Marpole culture and onward were typically large plank houses that had the capacity for

multiple families (Clark 2013), some of which could include upwards of 150 or more people

(Ames 1995), while summer houses were much smaller mat lodges. Each house would contain

multiple interior divisions. The back of the house was reserved for the highest status elites and

their families, with status descending around the perimeter toward the entrance. Slaves stationed

at the front of the house would, therefore, have been in the most exposed position to the elements

as well as being disturbed whenever a higher status member chose to enter or exit the building.

These aspects of physical position would therefore serve to inherently reinforce social standing

on a day-to-day basis (Donald 1997).

Coast Salish households could consist of a small number of people similar to a ‘nuclear family’

up to a full house of separate families (Ames 1995). The household is, essentially, the unit of

governance for a Salish person (Ames 1995) - it contained the power structures that influenced

one’s daily life. Villages, therefore, could contain multiple houses, multiple households, and

multiple chiefs. A chief had limits to the power that he or she could wield (except in the case of

slaves, with whom a chief’s power was absolute and uncontestable). Lower status individuals

(except slaves) had some measure of reliability in being treated fairly beyond the

pseudo-generosity discussed above given that they were free to move to another household if

they deemed it necessary. Because the prestige that a chief had on a broader scope was related to

wealth-displays and gift-giving during potlatch ceremonies; the material products displayed and
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given in these ceremonies were gathered, crafted, or created by members of the household, thus

it behooved a chief to treat his or her family in such a manner that would keep them content,

happy, and productive (Suttles 1978). The fluctuating nature of households can be seen in the

houses themselves, as Salish long plank houses incorporated a “shed roof” design that allowed

for the easy addition or removal of house sections (Coupland 2009).

2.4 Coming-of-Age for Boys on the Northwest Coast

Discussions of the coming-of-age process or ceremonies involved therein are noticeably sparse

in the academic literature for the Northwest Coast. The literature that does exist for

coming-of-age is almost exclusively centered around women and girls (Iselmoe 2018, Moss

1999, Rosman and Rubel 1986), and that literature is almost exclusively framed within puberty

and puberty rituals. Mitchel (1971) does mention briefly that “there was probably no rite or

ceremony associated with the onset of puberty” for boys (pp. 50). Rosman and Rubel 1986 do

make mention of “male puberty rites” that include physical trials and a guardian spirit quest,

though this is the extent of their description. Kennedy and Bouchard (1983), in discussing

Tla’amin cultural practices, present perhaps the most detailed description of male puberty rites

on the Northwest Coast. Tla’amin children were thought to hold considerable power at the time

of puberty, and consequently, boys would leave the village to separate themselves from other

people and cleanse themselves, and would follow special restrictions such as not touching one’s

own head for fear of causing baldness or being able to only eat certain foods. This period also

involved a ritual that included cutting shallow incisions into one’s skin, washing the wounds with

special plants, and then bathing in salt water.

2.5 shíshálh Female Puberty Rituals

One of the more important methods of understanding shíshálh male coming-of-age is in contrast

with female coming-of-age. The main academic source for information in this area was produced

as a thesis by Iselmoe in 2018 at the request of the shíshálh Nation. Though Iselmoe’s work

focuses specifically on the Moon Circles of shelkem, the broader explorations of puberty and

ritual can potentially offer a great deal of insight into archaeological expectations and pathways

for ethnographic discussions.
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Iselmoe (2018) separated puberty rites into three phases: a separation phase, a liminal phase, and

an incorporation phase. The separation phase begins upon a girl’s first menstruation, after which

she is secluded within the house for seven to ten days. It is here that she loses the identity as a

child (but has not yet gained the identity of an adult). This, then, leads into the liminal phase that

will see the girl participating in ritual activities such as basket weaving and the creation of stone

Moon Circles. The final phase will see the shíshálh girl - or, perhaps better, the shíshálh woman -

reintroduced to the community with her new identity. This will often include ritual celebration

and facial and body decoration to indicate the completed transition. Aspects like food

restrictions, decorations and adornments, and temporary shelters away from villages have

potential (albeit supremely small) to be rediscovered archaeologically and could certainly be

discussed in ethnographic interviews.

Like girls, shíshálh boys may have also transitioned through similar phases - different in content,

no doubt, but likely analogous. This project will seek these suspected changes of identity and all

of the material and non-material aspects that are included. Iselmoe (2018) gives examples of

material culture related to puberty in other Indigenous contexts in British Columbia. Armbands

made of cedar and breast straps made of mountain goat wool were worn by Kwakwaka’wakw

girls in the late 19th century during their puberty rites (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5), and similar adornments

should be reasonably expected for shíshálh girls (Iselmoe 2018). Headbands worn by boys have

also been found in Kwakwaka’wakw contexts (Fig. 6). Iselmoe (2018) also displays a bone and

bead necklace worn during puberty by girls in the Thompson River Region (Fig. 7). Caution is

warranted when using these pieces as analogies, as there is no direct indication that shíshálh girls

wore necklaces or armbands of these types, but they do serve as a reminder that material culture

related to coming-of-age existed in Salish and Indigenous contexts at a similar time period to that

which is being discussed in this research project. It is almost certain that certain adornments were

dedicated to being worn during coming-of-age transitions and rituals for shíshálh girls, and it is

just as likely that the same is true for boys.

Iselmoe (2018) also helps to focus the types of people that are being discussed in her project and

that will likely translate directly to this one, for it is apparent that neither project will incorporate

or examine all shíshálh youth. Indeed, female puberty rituals are largely examined for girls and
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women in the upper class of society - the elites - and so, too, will this project. This leaves

considerable room to examine how puberty and child-to-adult transitions were culturally

acknowledged for lower class individuals.

There is another important aspect of Iselmoe’s (2018) work that must be considered for this

project (and, arguably, for all projects undertaken with the shíshálh Nation and other Indigenous

communities): adopting appropriate, Indigenous-inclusive frameworks and being careful not to

unintentionally overlay Western-centric worldviews. Iselmoe (2018) discusses in detail the

inappropriate and biased understandings of male scholars toward menstruation practices in

shíshálh and other Indigenous contexts. Not only does this run counter to the stated mission of

programs like the shíshálh Archaeological Research Project, it is also deeply offensive and,

frankly, leads to incorrect conclusions.

Fig. 4: Girl’s Puberty Armband, 1899; Kwakwaka’wakw, Koskimo (American Museum of

Natural History: 16 / 6797 B)
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Fig. 5: Breast Strap Used in Girl’s Puberty Ceremony, circa 1900; Kwakwaka’wakw (National

Museum of the American Indian: 2 / 8584)

Fig. 6: Young Man’s Headband, 1899; Kwakwaka’wakw (American Museum of Natural History:

16 / 6903 B)
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Fig. 7: Puberty Necklace, circa 1860; Thompson River Region (Portland Art Museum:

2013.38.49)
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Chapter Three: Theoretical Considerations

3.1 Childhood

The study of children within archaeology is, arguably, a natural progression from the advent of

both post-processualism (Dozier 2016) and feminism (Kamp 2001) contesting methods that

either ignored or underrepresented already marginalized groups of people. A focus on childhood

and children in archaeology is generally agreed to have roots in Scandinavia in the late 1980s

with the publication of Lillehammer’s A Child is Born: The Child’s World in an Archaeological

Perspective (1989) (Baxter 2008, Kamp 2001). Lillehammer (1989) writes that research on

childhood requires an understanding of the “child’s world”; namely, knowledge of a child’s

relationship with his or her surrounding people and environment. This idea of searching for

evidence of the “child’s world” has expanded into the need to understand children and childhood

holistically - not as a separate unit of culture, but as a necessary part of culture. Children were

and are a part of nearly every cultural group and leaving them out of a cultural analysis often

leads to unnecessary gaps in our understanding that can be extremely significant.

The general unspoken assumption in anthropology and archaeology prior to the last 20 years

seems to have been that childhood is a universal societal experience and scholarship has been

rightfully chastised for applying Western concepts of innocence and frailty to children (Baxter

2008, Kamp 2001). Further criticism has been leveled at both disciplines for approaching

children solely as receptacles of culture and as, essentially, accessories to adults that offer little of

value to researchers on their own (Hirschfeld 2002). Children do, certainly, have culture “handed

down” to them, in certain respects; they are both taught and observe cultural practices and norms

as they grow and they can be somewhat restricted in their ability to express themselves. With that

being said, however, children do also adapt and create their own culture as well as influence their

adult counterparts and should not be looked at simply as a canvas upon which culture is painted

(Hirschfeld 2002).

Theoretical approaches to childhood vary quite considerably in modern scholarship. This project

will adopt Dozier’s (2016) three main avenues to the archaeological research of children: a

bioarchaeological approach, a material culture approach, and an ethnographic approach. While
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the usefulness of each is largely dependent on the individual research question, a holistic

understanding of childhood often requires all three approaches to varying degrees. Given the

scope of this project, there are no expectations to encounter human remains and thus the

bioarchaeological approach will not be discussed here in detail.

It is crucial to acknowledge that cultural contexts are incredibly important to an understanding of

the material record and that one must be careful not to force present-day ideas and experiences of

childhood into the past. Modern Western concepts of children as innocent, helpless, non-agentive

beings do not at all apply to many past or even some current cultural groups. Categories that, in

modernity, constitute childhood are often not applicable to those young people who were artisans

and craftspeople, soldiers, or caretakers of other children - that is to say, full members of their

societies in their own right and treated in the same manner as older “adults.”

The second of Dozier’s (2016) approaches to the archaeological understanding of childhood

focuses on material culture that ranges from toys and crafts to clothing and burial artifacts.

Convincing evidence of the discovery of children in archaeological contexts has been detailed

through brushstroke analysis on pottery (Crown 2001), stylistic progression of art (DeBoer

1990), and through examinations of miniature artifacts (Park 2005). Given that these avenues

can, arguably, be used to find children, it is important to also make clear that limitations do exist

in a material culture approach and that caution must be taken to not inappropriately read children

into the archaeological record. For the purposes of this project, it seems a reasonable expectation

that certain material objects were created specifically for use during puberty trials and rituals and

that these objects - if available - could shed light on childhood or the transitory stages between

childhood and adulthood. It should be noted, however, that artifacts found at the trial sites may

not be specifically indicative of the young people performing the trials and that further analysis

will be necessary before any conclusions are made. Details on what these objects may have been

and whether or not it is feasible for them to be discovered archaeologically will, in large part,

rely on ethnographic interviews and community knowledge.

The final of Dozier’s approaches to investigating childhood in archaeology - and one that will

constitute a large portion of this project - uses ethnographies and historical data to establish a
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detailed account of how this concept was understood in a cultural context. Kamp (2001),

Gowland et. al (2018), and Joyce (2000) discuss different ages at which young people would

transition into adulthood or take on “adult” tasks in three different cultural groups. Additionally,

Lillehammer (1989) describes social and economic factors that are shown to affect the

experience and behaviours of children. The influence of said factors upon children is certainly

not surprising or unexpected, though it does provide support to the idea that the experiences of

young people and, furthermore, concepts of the expectations of children and childhood are very

much societally dependent.

It is worth noting here that age is not the only, or even the most frequent, determinate of the

child-to-adult transition. Perry (2005), for instance, discusses the beginning of said transition

based upon the development of secondary sexual characteristics or the onset of puberty, as does

Kamp (2001). This is evidenced in part by the period of seclusion marking the beginning of the

child-to-adult rite of passage ritual for certain shíshálh girls, which started at the onset of the first

menstruation (Iselmoe 2018).

Consideration of child-to-adult transitions and puberty-based rituals bring to the fore the idea of

a liminal period between these two life stages (van Gennep 1960). During this period, the

individual is neither child nor adult and this would seem to have significant implications for a

cultural examination of childhood. It seems that most scholarship is content to not allow young

people to escape the constraints of childhood until fully becoming an adult (i.e., succeeding the

rite of passage), but this seems somewhat arbitrary when one could just as easily argue that the

individual has transcended childhood and should be thus categorized as an adult during the

liminal period. Attention must be given also to those who do not successfully complete puberty

trials or rites of passage and how these individuals are considered within their cultural contexts.

Perry (2005) notes that the people who fell into this category could likely still be considered

children culturally despite biological markers that typically indicate adulthood. Determinations

of these categories (people in transition and biologically mature children) are, in nearly every

case, exceedingly difficult to identify in an archaeological examination - particularly through a

bioarchaeological lens - though that certainly does not mean that it should not be considered.
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However, this specific type of examination - while important - is largely outside of the scope of

this specific project.

3.2 Gender

Gender archaeology, like childhood archaeology, is arguably a product of feminist movements in

the 1960s and 1970s and is generally agreed to arise in 1984 with Conkey and Spector’s

Archaeology and the Study of Gender (Claassen 1992, Fulkerson 2017, Gilchrist 1999). The lack

of academic and discipline-specific literature meant that theoretical frameworks were necessary

in order to approach gender in archaeological contexts and that, by not doing so, analyses of

culture were incomplete (Conkey and Spector 1984). Alberti (2006) explains that archaeology

was approached through the lens of Western men and masculinity; that gender roles were simply

presupposed to match those of the modern age, regardless of location or time depth. Men had

long been the “default,” archaeologically speaking, and patriarchal gender essentialist ideas

regarding the dominant role of men and the submissive role of women were uncritically assigned

throughout the historical spectrum. This served to not only diminish or hide women and female

roles, but it also obfuscated the men of the past, replacing them instead with fantastical and

fictional versions that suited masculine narratives (Alberti 2006).

Before discussing gender within archaeology, however, it is necessary to examine the concept of

gender itself. Defining gender becomes challenging because there are a number of frameworks

from within which to analyze it, all of which propose different and, at times, conflicting opinions

(Blakemore et al. 2009). Joyce (1992) chooses a Hubbard 1990 quote that gender is a “set of

categories to which we can give the same label cross-linguistically, or cross-culturally, because

they have some connection to [but are not reducible to] sex differences.” This attempt to describe

gender seems inaccurate because gender labels arguably cannot be assigned cross-culturally

without losing important definitional fidelity; there are almost certainly some traits that “men”

share cross-culturally, but they certainly do not share all traits, and to simply define individuals

as “men” without further information is of limited utility.

“Sex” has been oft used as a synonym for “gender”, but modern scholarship has differentiated

these terms (Blakemore et al. 2009, Nelson 2004, Gilchrist 1999). “Sex” is typically used to
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speak of biological characteristics where gender refers most often to culturally informed traits.

“Gender” has, in the past, been defined as masculinity and femininity (Blakemore et al. 2009,

Nelson 2004), but masculinity and femininity are - like “man” and “woman” - not culturally

generalizable and arguably may not exist conceptually in some cultural worldviews.

Additionally, Blakemore et al. (2009) explain that the barrier between that which is biological

and that which is cultural is not always distinct or easily knowable.

For the purposes of this discussion, gender will be defined following that of Nelson 2004,

wherein the aforementioned distinctions between sex and gender are acknowledged, and gender

itself is classified as “certain roles, activities, or behaviors...assigned to particular people.”

Nelson (2004) recognizes that gender assignments and roles vary between cultures and that they

are learned, not inherent. Cultural concepts of gender can and do vary along temporal spectrums,

and an individual is not necessarily required to maintain the same gender assignment throughout

the course of the individual’s life.

We cannot assume that Western gender standards, stereotypes, or classifications apply in

non-Western or non-modern contexts (Claassen 1992, Joyce 2000, Fulkerson 2017, Hollimon

2006, Bonvillain 2007). Claassen (1992) suggests that past culture groups could have a

worldview that includes two sexes but a single gender and warns that there is often not enough

information about these groups to arrive at an accurate understanding of gender structures. Joyce

(2000) directly challenges the Western concept of binary genders when discussing 16th century

Aztec texts that show three distinct gender categories. Hollimon (2006) explains that certain

societal roles, such as shaman or the Chumash ‘aqi (undertakers), may hold traits that could

equate to a distinct gender and that non-binary gender roles must be taken into consideration

when discussing certain past societies – particularly those of North America.

Discovering gender in archaeological contexts presents a number of challenging issues. Certain

artifacts in certain contexts could potentially point toward gender, but these artifacts and contexts

must be understood on a cultural basis. It is not, for instance, appropriate for objects that are

gendered in one culture and time depth to be applied universally (Claassen 1992, Sorenson

2000). This is particularly true when gender categories are not consistent cross-culturally
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(Claassen 1992). Ethnographic interviews have shown that both shíshálh women and men were

involved in the processing of hunted meat, and it would seem essentially impossible to

differentiate between a scraper being used by a man or a woman. Hayden (1992) takes this

further, explaining that “the material products of [two-spirit and non-binary] activities cannot be

distinguished from real females if they act the same as females.” Even barring those

complicating issues, the utility of comparing men in one cultural context to men in another

cultural context is questionable because the comparisons between them are likely tenuous; in

other words, the utility of analyzing gender is not in acknowledging that men were, for instance,

hunters, but instead the significance that lies in what it means to be a hunter - what it means to

hunt, the cultural importance therein, and why certain individuals were placed or found

themselves in that role.

Hayden’s (1992) quote is a reminder that how gender is discussed and the words chosen with

which to do so are important and should be carefully considered. By choosing the phrase “real

females,” the implicit suggestion is that there are not real females with which to compare. This is

not only considered insensitive in modern discussions of gender, it is also confusing and

inaccurate. What does it mean, ultimately, to be a “real” female? The original quote uses the term

“berdache” to compare to “real” females, though non-binary individuals certainly can and do

fulfill the social and societal roles of females to the extent that they may fit best in that category.

A “real” female, then, is someone that has the biological features and genitalia of someone who

is typically, in a Western sense, categorized as female. Both history and modernity show that this

very rigid way of viewing gender is archaic and problematic, as it ignores cultural realities. This

is not meant to serve specifically as a critique of Hayden, but instead as a cautionary note that

discussions of gender must be carefully considered to avoid unnecessary exclusionary or

culturally inappropriate ideas.

3.3 Ethnography and Anthropology

As discussed above, this project will rely almost exclusively on ethnographic data in order to

advance an understanding of coming-of-age for shíshálh boys. There are a number of reasons for

this that will be discussed in detail in later chapters. Despite this dependency on ethnographic

information, it is important to understand the full gamut of methods that archaeology has
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available to find children. There are two primary reasons for this: the first is to be able to choose

the best method for different situations (as each method is not equally useful in every cultural

context), and the second is that this work is necessarily incomplete and the author’s hope is that

this project can be used to further improve understandings of coming-of-age and of children in

the future.

It seems prudent, given the significance of ethnography to this project, to discuss some of the

anthropological literature surrounding childhood and gender in ethnographic contexts. A case has

been made above for archaeological understandings of childhood and gender, and while the body

of anthropological work does not differ greatly from this - if at all - it is nonetheless crucial to

include it here in order to improve the “theoretical toolkit.”

The call for a feminist interpretation of the intersection of childhood and gender in anthropology

begins in 1987 with Re-Visioning Women and Social Change: Where Are the Children? by Barrie

Thorne (Caputo 2001). This is, of course, six years before Lillehammer’s 1989 call to action in

archaeology, though it shows the significant influence of feminism in both disciplines in the

1980s. Thorne argues that childhood and gender should be viewed as cultural constructs that

change both across cultures and over time within cultures (1983). Thorne’s work is, however,

couched in the idea that children are attached to adults and that they can only be understood

within an adult context - that “whatever the conception of children, adults do the defining”

(1983). The comparison between work and play is discussed, with adults performing the former

and children the latter, and Thorne explains that this misapplication leads to interpretations of

children as less significant or “serious” (1983). It is argued that “...children’s play is often serious

and purposive” (Thorne 1983); to downplay “play” leads to a dismissal of the importance

inherent to it. The significance of “play” and how it influences the cultural growth of children is

particularly apropos in this work and in a shíshálh context, as will be explained in more detail in

chapters 5 and 6.

It is important to re-emphasize that children are not passive “culture sponges” but creators and

transformers of culture (Caputo 2001, Downe 2001, Helleiner 1999, Hirschfeld 2002).

Hirschfeld details children’s culture as both that which is passed down to them by adults but also
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that which is created by them (2002). It is crucial to understand that children are not just “adults

in waiting” - that they are not specifically trying to fit in an adult’s world, but instead into a

children’s world, thus their goals and purposes are far different than those of an adult (Hirschfeld

2002).

Downe (2001) provides an example of a child expressing herself while walking the tightrope

between her desires and the expectations of an adult (her grandmother). The seven year old girl

in Barbados, who chose to be represented in Downe’s (2001) work as Kizzy, went through a long

process of choosing the right name. The choice of name for Kizzy was especially significant and

important and her process for deciding was undoubtedly purposeful and carefully considered

(Downe 2001). Kizzy originally wanted a name that portrayed a specific image of her -

according to Kizzy, the names Tonya and Lonya pointed toward wealth and grandeur, but the

names Bonya, Jonya, and Donya held incredibly negative connotations of drug use and

promiscuity (Downe 2001). Her grandmother, Sandra, suggested the name Kezziah because its

background and meaning suggested that the bearer would be a strong, independent, and

importantly, free Black woman - something Sandra wanted for her granddaughter (Downe 2001).

The young girl ultimately accepts her grandmother’s suggestion, with a catch - she changes the

name Kezziah to Kizzy. She is, therefore, conforming to expectations placed upon her while also

bending those expectations ever-so slightly to maintain a level of her own autonomy and

independence. This pushing of boundaries and testing limits allows children to establish and

maintain their identities while still learning and trying to understand the adult world around

them.

Gender is certainly one of the arenas that children experiment and explore in order to discover

themselves and their place in their societies. Helleiner (1999) argues that modern children both

transform and lionize gender through their experiences in the school system. Helleiner (1999)

explains in more detail that “the boundaries of childhood, girlhood and boyhood are continually

made and remade by girls and boys as they attempt to remain inside of conventional notions, at

times, and challenge these articulations, at others” - very reminiscent of Downe’s description of

Kizzy’s behaviour (2001).
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Ultimately, the anthropological literature pulls together what seem to be separate “fields” of

study - gender and childhood - and show that we cannot - should not - talk about the latter

without the former. This is an important component that much of the archaeological literature

seems to miss (or at the very least does not explicitly or sufficiently address). Gender is a part of

childhood - it is inherent to childhood because it is a fundamental aspect of culture that children

interact with and exist within. Ethnography is such a powerful tool in this regard because it

allows archaeologists to potentially access both of these aspects, whereas bioarchaeology and

cultural material does not. It is for this reason - among others - that ethnography plays such an

understandably prominent role in this project.
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Chapter Four: Methodology and Conversation Analysis

4.1 Conversations

Conversations for this project took several forms, in large part because of the ethical and medical

guidelines set by the University of Saskatchewan administration, the University of Saskatchewan

Department of Archaeology, and by the sARP project to protect community and team members

from COVID-19 transmission. In total, conversations were undertaken with four members of the

shíshálh Nation for this project: kwayimin (Andy Johnson), xwash (Steven Feschuk), and two

Elders, mus swiya (Jamie Dixon) and hiwus (Calvin Craigan). Conversations with kwayimin,

mus swiya, and hiwus were recorded, but due to technical limitations and COVID-19 protocols,

the discussion with xwash could not be. Recorded conversations were transcribed along with

written notes that were taken during the conversation process.

The she shashishalhem and anglicized names used for each of the Knowledge Keepers that were

spoken to are not anonymized. shíshálh names carry significant weight and meaning and are

linked to familial and ancestral histories. The information given by these specific members of the

community is significant because it came from these individuals. Using pseudonyms would

detract from the importance of the stories and information being shared and could serve to

invalidate or disempower them.

4.2 Coming-of-Age: Reframing “Puberty Rituals”

At the onset of research for this project, the approach was very much couched in the language

and concepts of “puberty rites'' and “puberty rituals,” following in the footsteps of Peterson

(1990) to a lesser degree and Iselmoe (2018) to a greater degree. It was not until the first

conversation - the discussion with kwayimin - that it was made clear that approaching this topic

through the lens of puberty and puberty rituals was incorrect. The first question put to kwayimin

asked him to explain the male puberty process. He was somewhat taken aback by the question

and seemed to struggle somewhat to understand exactly what was being asked. This was through

no fault of his own - he simply didn’t view the topic within a “puberty ritual framework.”

Instead, he described what he defined as “coming-of-age,” and this term would make

appearances in consecutive discussions with xwash, hiwus, and mus swiya. While coming-of-age
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and puberty rituals may seem synonymous, they are distinct here for two primary reasons: first,

coming-of-age for shíshálh boys is not specifically related to puberty, and second, ritual is only

one part of the coming-of-age process. The expectation from reading Peterson (1990) was that

puberty rituals were strictly regimented and designed to test boys for their transition to manhood,

but this was not at all how coming-of-age was described by participants for this research. While

a deconstruction of Peterson’s (1990) work on coming-of-age transitions can be found elsewhere

in this work, it should be noted that this discussion of coming-of-age is not meant as a challenge

to or a disparagement of Iselmoe’s (2018) work. Indeed, Iselmoe (2018) was focused on a very

specific part of coming-of-age that focused on puberty, and so her discussion of puberty rites is

both meaningful and important. Coming-of-age in this work is much more broad and, because it

focuses on boys, puberty seems to not be a catalyst as it understandably could be for girls.

4.3 Analysis Methodology

Conversation transcription and analysis were conducted by the researcher using processes

described in Bernard (2011). Qualitative analysis involved the creation of a priori codes that

were derived both from literature review and from the interview guide used when speaking with

participants. These codes were then entered into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet in order to view,

analyze, and group them. Five a priori code categories were created before analyzing the

discussion transcripts: Gender, Masculinity, Trials, Childhood, and Adulthood. These code

categories were expected to change once analysis began, but acted as a starting point based on

research mentioned above.

Discussion transcripts were first reviewed using these codes and were then reviewed again using

the content analysis guidelines in Bernard (2011) to create content codes directly from the

conversations themselves. It became apparent very quickly that the original code categories

would need to be modified to account for the discrepancies between expectations set forward by

Peterson (1990) and the framing of coming-of-age by cultural informants. Using the

conversation with hiwus as an example, a total of 311 codes arose, but many of them did not fit

into the code categories created. Additional categories were added, including Status, Elders,

Grandmother, Personal Responsibility, and Dedication. My decision, then, was to forego the a

priori code categories and to allow them to arise directly from the conversations.
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Themes emerged during the content coding process, as well, and these were documented as they

were noticed. While detailed discussion of themes will be covered in the next section, it bears

mention that some of the themes that arose were immediately recognizable and others required

deeper analysis. This began with taking codes that had repeated words or phrases and combining

them into a general theme - themes of family, for instance, or themes around the concept of

respect. Next, conversations were analyzed not simply based on content, but also the context in

which phrases would appear or stories were told. While the word respect, for instance, was used

a great deal, it was often used in the context of a grander idea, be it a person’s place in the family,

or in the community, or as a lesson to be learned by children as they matured. Thus, the idea of

respect was itself thematic, but was also a layer in larger themes, and this “thematic branching”

was common throughout each of the conversations. The theme of revitalization was, for instance,

fairly simple to deduce and informants tended to discuss it directly. The theme of perseverance,

however, was much more complex as it took several forms and included revitalization inside of

it; hiwus discusses endurance and the need to build stamina, for instance, but there are also

discussions of family and responsibility that interplay with endurance in complicated ways.

Endurance, in this example, is not simply a trait that is useful for, say, competition or displays of

masculinity; it is essential to the livelihood of a shíshálh individual and his or her family - if a

shíshálh hunter does not persevere through physical hardship, it may mean an unsuccessful hunt

and, consequently, a lack of food for the hunter and his or her family. The responsibility to

“endure” for the sake of the family extends much, much deeper into shíshálh culture and is,

arguably, an essential factor in the shíshálh worldview.

For the sake of transparency, then, thematic coding was very much dependent on informant

responses. To some degree, this was based on frequency; in the conversation with hiwus, for

instance, codes relating to responsibility appeared 110 times. On the other hand, one of the most

significant factors in analysis related to perseverance arose from a long pause by one of the

informants. Codes, then, were helpful in identifying broader themes but were not the sole

indicators of a theme. It was not simply what was said that influenced thematic decisions, but

how it was said and, importantly, in what context.
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4.4 Addressing Archaeological Investigation

Upon origination, this project included an archaeological component that would include surface

survey at the trial sites mentioned in Peterson (1990). Unfortunately, the onset of COVID-19 and

its continuation throughout 2020 and 2021 caused a number of concessions to be made in order

to comply with ethical and medical guidelines, as previously explained in section 1.3. These

restrictions meant that survey at Peterson’s (1990) mentioned trial sites was not possible. We

were, however, able to see, photograph, and document these sites and they are discussed later in

section 5. Given that they were discussed in our informant’s conversations and in prior research

via Peterson (1990), it was determined necessary to traverse as near to the sites as was possible

in order to have at least some understanding of their appearance and scope. Prior to the 2021

field season, it was hypothesized that there may be archaeological material at or near these sites;

upon traversing near them and seeing them first-hand (and with further information from cultural

informants), the likelihood of archaeological material being present at sites like kwuta and

yeyetlinas are minimal. There is no indication that boys spent long periods of time at or near

these sites, and their relative proximity to the village of ts’unay meant that there would have

been no discernible need to spend significant time at them. Given that coming-of-age, as will be

explained in more detail, is a process that continues throughout childhood and is not determined

through microburst-like events or trials, and given that trial sites were not used in the way that

was previously thought, survey of these sites woud likely not have shed much light on

coming-of-age as a whole. That is not to say, of course, that survey is unnecessary, only that it is

not expected to change the results of this research project.
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Chapter Five: Analysis and Results

5.1 The Coming-of-Age Process

Coming-of-age for shíshálh boys is the culmination of lessons learned in childhood in order to

prepare the individual for their responsibilities as an adult. Beginning at birth, the family, elders,

and the rest of the community are watching children carefully, with particular interest in actions

or temperaments that may hint at who they will become. Both kwayimin and hiwus explain that

children would be watched to see what gifts they manifested, and these gifts would guide how

and what each child was taught. xwash described that as he was growing up, the elders noticed

that he was unafraid to speak in front of them and in front of larger crowds, and by this, they

knew that his path would lead him to becoming a public speaker and a person who would

contribute to his family and the community using his voice. hiwus shared a story about his

experience and how his gifts were made evident at his birth:

...the old people would study the young ones and their characteristics. I always use
myself as an example. When I was born, down on the beach here, seventy six years ago,
my grandfather took me away from my mother and wrapped me up in a blanket...and he
lifted me up and gave me my name hiwus, meaning “boss” - “boss man”. He knew right
away that I was going to be a leader. He knew right away that I was going to be a chief.

Children were taught skills and lessons from their parents and grandparents. These teachings

would include life and survival skills such as hunting and fishing and berry gathering, as well as

learning important features of the landscape such as where to find specific animals and plants or

where to shelter a canoe from the weather. Much of this information would be acquired by the

child as he or she watched his or her parents or grandparents in their daily lives, though they

would also be given lessons and stories passed down through generations. mus swiya explains,

for instance, that his grandfather showed him the importance and location of certain rivers and

where and at what times salmon would spawn. hiwus mentions that he was taught “hundreds and

hundreds” of stories from his great grandfather and grandmother that hold important knowledge

and cultural significance.
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This mimicry as a technique for learning is certainly not unique to the shíshálh - it is a fairly

standard method for children to acquire knowledge. Other Salish authors have described a

similar experience of childhood (Jones 2019):

We would be watching and we would be studying the spirit dancing and we were happy to
be watching how they were dancing. That’s where we listened to my Papa Sam and Willie
Seymour when they were doing ceremonial speeches in the big house. We watched closely
so we could copy exactly what we saw. I think not only were we watching, but we were
also learning how to be when it was us who were the grown-ups. ...we were teaching
ourselves how to be like our relatives, who were big house people. When I think about
those times we were playing, and we were copying what we were watching, and I treasure
this in my mind. Our heritage is very strong with me, all those things I observed. All of u
kids became dancers now, except for two of us. ...I strongly believe in my heart and mind
this is why culture is so strong in my life. This is one of the games I remember playing as
a kid that I shared with you. Children watch what their Elders do and then practice it and
this is how they start learning the cultural practices that become an important part of
their lives when they become adults.

One of the most important lessons that a boy would learn in his upbringing revolved around

respect - particularly, how necessary it was that he respect the people around him. The most

common theme that appears in the interview with hiwus, in fact, is the necessity of respect.

When asking hiwus what it means for a boy to transition into adulthood, his answer immediately

touches upon this:

...that’s where the word respect comes in. All young men were trained to respect their
grannies, their mothers - that was the way of life. Respect.

A careful dissection of the discussion with hiwus can give insights into what this multifaceted

concept of ‘respect’ refers to. hiwus talks about respect when discussing his duties as a young

boy in helping his grandmother each morning by mixing medicine and rubbing it on her knees to

help with arthritis pain and by keeping the fire warm by gathering wood. Likewise, mus swiya

explains that when he was younger, he would gather oysters and clams to give to the elders,

refusing payment when offered; he provided for them out of a sense of duty. Respect in this

sense, then, speaks to a sense of responsibility and duty that arises from compassion and care for
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another person. Elsewhere, respect is mentioned as a form of knowing and accepting one’s place.

Women, explains hiwus, are “the mainstays of the family,” and he repeats several times that he

was always taught to respect women and that this is something that young men should also do.

Additionally, one is expected to respect house speakers and other leadership, for without their

guidance, “we’d be lost.” hiwus also explains that respect is an earned reverence, particularly by

those in power. A grand chief would be respected because of the position that he held and the

deeds that he had done - not only by his immediate community but by those in neighbouring

villages or bands, such that they might present him with gifts. Those who performed amazing

feats or those held in high esteem, like the great warrior su-kal, were also worthy of this respect.

Boys, then, were expected to understand and follow all of the different aspects of respect that

hiwus discusses. This was not optional - it was a fundamental part of becoming an adult. By

reinforcing these concepts of respect, a boy would learn the expectations placed upon him

regarding how he was to behave and his role and place in society.

The time that boys would use to play was also a time in which they would learn and train for

their oncoming adulthood, though the boys may not have understood this as “training” at the

time. Frequent canoe outings throughout the inlet prepared the boys to not only learn the

landscapes, but would also play a part in moulding their bodies and increasing their stamina, as

hiwus explains:

When we were little boys, the older people, our uncles, made us little dugouts - I don’t
know if you see them in the museum, eight-foot dugout about this narrow, right? Yeah, I
had one. My buddies all had one. On the beach there was hundreds and hundreds of
canoes and that was our toy. So our - we would get up, run down the beach, shove our
canoe into the ocean, and we were gone, right? Three, four, five of us be gone. We’d be
gone for a day sometimes. And our grandmothers knew that. So - they knew we would be
gone overnight or whatever, discovering what’s going on the islands out here, right up to
Thornby. We knew there was an orchard there so we would always go there. So our
grandmothers would get a piece of cloth, and they’d wrap a piece of dried salmon in
there, and a piece of dry bannock, wrap it up and give it to us because they knew we
weren’t coming back tonight. But the point of that is that grandmothers - they were never
afraid. Nobody would oversee what we’d be doing and being afraid of us - they knew we
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would survive and come back, and we all did. This was all fun, this was all about
endurance, you know - about surviving out in the land. That’s just the way we grew up.

hiwus also shares a story about some of the more subtle ways that elders would teach and train

the boys to prepare them for the future:

...as a little boy, I remember we would go way up to Chapman Falls and I brought a lot of
people up there and show them, way up at Chapman Falls there’s - and the log is still
there - there’s a big fir that fell across the canyon and the falls is right here and then the
middle of the falls there’s this big deep pool. As little boys we used to crawl along this log
and then dive off in the deep dark pool - yeah. Yeah. And uh - for us it was just fun, you
know. Old people brought us there and we were doing that and - but it was all based on -
fear, overcoming your fear and that was part of it. We never knew that though as a child,
we were just having fun right?

Boys would often compete with each other in the forms of games or challenges to see who could

dive the deepest or who could swim the farthest. Not only would this push boys to become better

- stronger, faster, tougher, more cunning - to match or best their peers, it would also act as a

prime opportunity for families and elders to notice individuals that stood out or were particularly

skilled.

Endurance, stamina, and the overcoming of fear are common themes in the discussion of

coming-of-age for boys. There are several very practical reasons for this, the most obvious of

which is that they were expected to help provide for themselves and their families. Given the

landscape of the swiya, the changes in elevation, and the threat of wildlife encounters, endurance

and overcoming fear were of paramount importance. Running out of stamina or being afraid of

traversing the forest could very well mean the difference between having food and not. In the

past of hiwus’s and mus swiya’s great-grandparents, boys would be bolstering themselves for

another purpose - becoming warriors.

Peterson (1990) discusses several trials (Fig. 8) that were required for boys to complete their

transition into adulthood. Each of these trials will be discussed below, informed by the

ethnographic data provided by participants. It is important to note that, while some of the data
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presented here may seem contradictory to Peterson’s (1990) accounts, it does not necessarily

invalidate them. Importantly, Peterson (1990) relies on information from interviews with

shíshálh knowledge keepers Basil Joe and Reg Paul; it is not Peterson’s sources that are being

questioned, only his interpretations of them. Additionally, the time depth for the stories regarding

coming-of-age and the trial sites is unknown or hazy and so seemingly conflicting accounts may

be accurate at different times. The same is true for conversations undertaken for this project - site

usage, like culture, changes over time and through different circumstances. It is not this work’s

intention or place to question shíshálh informants, but instead to report on the stories they

graciously share. Peterson’s (1990) interpretations, however, have shown to have inaccuracies

(Iselmoe 2018) and should be critically analyzed, especially when these interpretations are

questionable in legitimacy or are spuriously compared to Greek or European legend.

Fig. 8: Relative Location of Discussed Sites
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5.2 yeyetlinas

yeyeltinas (YAY-KLAY’-NAHSS in Peterson 1990) (Fig. 9) is the most commonly discussed in

the conversations with hiwus, mus swiya, xwash, and kwayimin. The site involved a nearly 23

meter sprint across a section of sloped rock. Upon seeing it in person, it is easy to see why it

presented a challenge to boys who would run across: the cliffs are covered in a slick, black slime

that is incredibly difficult to move upon for fear of slipping. There are only a few areas that

would allow for a relatively safe plunge into the water below and a slip at the wrong time or in

the wrong section could easily have resulted in serious injury after a collision with the

surrounding rock and boulders before hitting the water.

Fig. 9: Image of yeyetlinas

hiwus describes the trial at yeyetlinas as focused around training and displaying the endurance of

the boys participating:

…[the one] about running the young boys on these wet cliffs was one of endurance. And,
so the elders would be watching the children, and watching their characteristics. Picking
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up on their weaknesses, picking up on their strengths - that’s what it was all about. It
wasn’t about whether that person made it to the other end or not. If he slipped and fell he
got back up and did it again - that’s all endurance. But the old people were watching how
they would react to that. Whether they were - they were weak and would give up, and the
other story about, um, who was gonna be picked for warriors - it was taken from them.

mus swiya also explains the purpose of the trial at yeyeltinas:

The purpose of that - once you made that running across the slippery rock with a slope
like this <he gestures with his hand angled downward> - it was really slippery...they’re
able to become warriors. That’s what they said. ...they’re able to go with the rest of the
members and the ones that didn’t make it went home.

5.3 kwuta

The site of kwuta (KWAH-’OH-TAH in Peterson 1990) is a stony outcropping nearly twenty

meters high that overlooks Jervis Inlet (Fig. 10). Participants were expected to dive from the top

of the cliff into the depths below. kwuta is nothing short of daunting when viewed from the

waterline at high tide; at low tide, however, another four to six meters is added to the height of

the jump. Boys would have to make sure to jump out far enough to avoid the rocks at the base of

the cliff. This meant, then, that they would leap into the part of the inlet just offshore where the

land slopes off extremely quickly and becomes very, very deep. It would have no doubt been

intimidating for that alone.

One of the inlet’s many rock art panels - drawings painted directly on the cliff faces in red ochre

- resides just below the outcropping, nestled in a slight indentation with a shelf and protected

from the elements. This particular panel (Fig. 11) shows, among other things, a group of what

appear to be fish or orcas swimming or jumping away from what may be a tree and a net. hiwus

explains the importance of these rock art panels:

Each painting tells a story, you know, where there were fish running by or different
events, where the seals hung out - why they were there. ...yeah, so, see the canoe here -
that’s a little hideout there, similar to - you’ve got these little pockets, used to have a reef
in front of it. So when the weather was blowing this way, they would hide out in those
little pockets, right? If there’s a five, six foot swell in the inlet, they have to have a place
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to go to. So these are all the markings from that. And you see, this is the seal rock here,
that’s why they show the seals - stuff like that.

Whether this rock art panel is directly related to the trial that took place there is unknown, though

it’s location is incredibly suspicious given their relative proximity. Additionally, the pictograph

near the center of the panel is indicative of a four-needled fir tree - a symbol that has been related

to female sites.

mus swiya talked about kwuta briefly:

The cliff jump is to see if they could do it. Some of them would get scared because it’s too
high.

Rather than being a trial that was necessary to overcome before transitioning into adulthood as

Peterson (1990) eludes to, and as we were expecting when first approaching this project, our

discussions with our cultural informants point more toward it being used instead to show the

level of bravery that one had attained; that he could overcome his fear. During the course of our

discussions, there is at no point any suggestion or hint that not participating in the cliff dive was

considered a “failure” or was in any way shameful.
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Fig. 10: Image of kwuta
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Fig. 11: Rock Art Panel at kwuta
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5.4 skwusalhkwu

Near another rock art panel - this time at Moorsam Bluffs - is the site of the waterfall

skwusalhkwu (KOHTS-LAK’-KO in Peterson 1990) (Fig. 12). mus swiya explained that the

power of the waterfall was so great that it would push large quantities of air into the water,

creating breathable bubbles. Peterson (1990) writes that this was specifically a boy’s trial site;

that boys would hold their breaths for as long as possible, using the bubbles for air, and that not

staying submerged for an acceptable length of time “would reveal unmanly fear.” mus swiya,

however, gives a different impression:

So that is, again, where - what do you call it? Where you run across there <he searches
for a word for a moment> -  competition. Who can make it and who can’t. The boys -
even the girls - if they stayed down there the longest. They were not a warrior, the boys
are not a warrior. They’re just trying to see how long they can stay underwater. The
waterfall comes down, the bubbles go down. You take a bubble in your mouth and the air
in there keeps you down. For as long as you want, you know. That’s what that part is.

Fig. 12: Image of  skwusalhkwu
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For the block of time that mus swiya discusses, then, skwusalhkwu was not a trial site. Given

that girls could and did participate, it also was not directly related to male puberty or

coming-of-age. It is certainly possible that it was used as practice for endurance, or to show how

much stamina and courage a person had, but the idea of “unmanly fear” associated with

surfacing from the water early is likely a faulty interpretation on the part of Peterson (1990).

5.5 Failing the Trials: A Failure of Scholarship

Peterson’s (1990) understanding of the coming-of-age process as, simply, a series of puberty

trials that determine whether a boy transitions into adulthood or not is not only problematic but it

does not properly capture the shíshálh worldview elucidated by the participant interviews. It is

not only a misunderstanding of the coming-of-age process that is taken exception to, however; it

is instead Peterson’s (1990) discourse on shíshálh men and women that underlie it:

It is difficult today to comprehend the power that lay in social forces within small,
isolated groups of people. Shame was the one unendurable feeling; weakness, the one
unendurable characteristic. Not only could public disgrace cost a male his status among
other males; it could cost him his very manhood itself. It <sic> could not prove himself a
man when the time came for him to do so, he did not become a man but remained
relegated to unmanly labours. In the world today, a situation in which a man works
among women is considered not at all unusual. In aboriginal societies, however, a male
would not do woman’s work with women unless forced to do so because he could not
prove himself a man; and in such a situation he would be considered, by other men and
women, as a woman.

Peterson (1990) is mistaken to generalize to “aboriginal societies,” whatever that may mean, and

the idea of men being considered women is absurd on its face. Iselmoe (2018) describes, in

detail, the ceremonial process that girls took as part of becoming women, and to assume that men

could somehow bypass that entire process by failing their own puberty trials and yet still be

“considered women” does not make sense. This also betrays a Western bias that is prevalent

throughout Peterson’s (1990) work, in this case manifesting in the position of women as

somehow less than men; that a man would descend to the women’s status by not “proving

himself a man.” Not only has this idea not presented itself in the participant discussions, it is

directly contradicted by them.
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Some examples from the interview with hiwus show women and their status in a different light:

...there was no difference between men and women. If you look at everything we have,
everything has two heads. ...male, female. Always addressing the female, never men, men,
men. Always male and female. And even today’s standards it’s about not only male,
female but it’s about - some of the men are half women. Didn’t care. We’re just human
beings, right? That’s the way our people were.

So the mainstay of our families were the woman. The men weren’t important, no. Always
the woman. That’s part of the training for all the young men about respect, right? It’s all
about that, yeah.

In response to a question asking if there were certain things that only boys or men could do that

girls or women could not, mus swiya said the following:

No - the women knew how - what to do as well, because if they’re taught to - they’re
absolutely - some of them are even better than the men at doing things. ...They could
carry a rifle or a bow and arrow slung over their shoulder, and quivers to carry them.

This topic was broached with xwash, as well, and he had a similar response; that women and

men were both providers in their own way, but that one was not “better” than another, and that

there were not specific tasks relegated only to women or men. There was certainly no hint

whatsoever that women held a lower status than men, or that men could somehow shame

themselves such that they were viewed as anything other than men.

mus swiya, when speaking about boys running across yeyetlinas, explained briefly what would

happen to those who did not make it across and gave up trying:

…<if you didn’t make it across>, you go back home with the women-folks and look after
them. But the thing is, they made the arrows and paddles and hatchets, so they were
helpful, too. ...some of them were able to become warriors after, but they enjoyed making
tools for the warriors.
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5.6 Boys, Men, and Masculinity

In Western literature, gender discussions of men often maneuver eventually into the realm of

masculinity - what it is, how it is defined, and how it presents itself. It should not, however, be

assumed that Western concepts of masculinity apply more generally to other cultures and time

depths, nor should it be assumed that the concept of masculinity as a whole is an appropriate lens

with which to view non-Western cultures (Alberti in Nelson 2006); Peterson (1990) is guilty of

this, as explained previously, despite not blatantly using the term ‘masculinity.’ As such, the

question of how or if masculinity applies to shíshálh boys and men is critical to understand in

order to appropriately examine the process of coming-of-age from boyhood to manhood.

During the conversation process, two of the participants were asked specifically about

masculinity in the shíshálh worldview and both responded in a somewhat surprisingly similar

manner: that they had not thought about it before. After being asked, hiwus reiterates the role of

women and the necessity of respect. xwash was visibly confused by the question and had to

consider it for a moment before answering. From these responses, it seems simple enough to say

that masculinity is not a concept that resonates within the shíshálh worldview.

It is interesting, therefore, to discover aspects that seem - on the surface - to resemble Western

masculinity in the activities related to coming-of-age for boys. The story that hiwus recalls about

the warrior su-kal, who would push other boys out of his way on the trails - sometimes violently

- seems as though it could easily fall into the realm of machismo and displays of masculinity.

Even the process of performing coming-of-age trials has the potential to reflect a masculine drive

- proving one’s “manliness” by completing or succeeding the trial. Upon speaking with the four

participants, however, and analyzing the way that these displays were discussed, it is not

masculinity that drives these actions - the need to display “manliness” or “masculinity” as it

would be understood in the Western perspective is essentially absent from the coming-of-age

process:

So, watching those children and the young boys, if that young boy was violent or very
strong, then he would be appointed as a warrior. So, su-kal was one of our greatest
warriors and my neighbour, that’s where their family came from - su-kal. The reason why
they picked su-kal was when he was running on the trails - you gotta remember, there
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were not roads, eh, all we had was trails - when he was running on the trails and other
young braves were coming in the opposite direction, he would knock these young braves
off the trail. The old people were watching that and they went, okay - he, he - they
appointed them as their head warrior. So when we fought against the Haida Gwaii or -
he’d be up front.

hiwus is describing performative actions by boys in order to show their worthiness to belong in a

particular type of status - namely, the status of “warrior.” The “ideal” warrior has specific traits -

violence, strength, determination - and one must display an acceptable level of those traits in

order to qualify to be moved into that status. Violence and strength are not discussed by the

participants in relation to coming-of-age or with regard to men in any other context; in fact,

strength as a trait is only mentioned by hiwus in the context of his grandmother:

My grandmother xats'inelwet - she was a big woman, big, big woman - very strong. I
named one of my daughters after her - xats'inelwet, that means big, strong woman. ...she
was the strength of that family then. My great grandfather, tiny little guy he was, you
know - she would do all that. She would do part of the hunting, she would dress the deer,
pack that deer out, and then she would get home and preserve it, you know.

Strength, then, is decidedly not a trait that is exclusive to or even necessarily attributed to men,

thus the performance of strength should not be classified as “masculine.” Similarly, as discussed

above, determination (or dedication) is a trait that all shíshálh people should aspire to and is not

gendered.

5.7 Perseverance

One theme that is peppered throughout the interview with hiwus is that of perseverance. This can

take a number of forms, depending on the context in which it is discussed. When mentioned

alongside coming-of-age, hiwus uses the term ‘endurance’ frequently. Boys would test each

other to see who could hold their breath the longest, or who could dive deep enough to retrieve

objects from the sea floor, or who could swim across a body of water. When it came to the trial at

yeyetlinas, the purpose was not solely to cross the slippery slope - it was to get back up after

falling and try again; by trying again and again, then, a boy could prove his resolve by not only

overcoming his fear of falling but also his fortitude and dedication to finishing the task. In
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describing those who would fail and not attempt the run again, hiwus uses the term ‘weak.’ He

hints that su-kal embodies this type of perseverance; elders would notice that when he was

running on trails up the mountains, he would physically force other boys on the trails out of his

way in order to reach his goals. He was unwavering in his determination, and elders recognized

his dedication by making him the head warrior.

Perseverance also extends to a responsibility for family and the community at large. hiwus tells a

story of his great grandfather who would hunt every other day through 16 km of mountainous

terrain and temperate rainforest in order to provide food for his family. For hiwus personally, this

manifests as his own personal quest to carry the stories and the histories of his ancestors in order

to preserve and revitalize shíshálh culture. He is extremely devoted to this purpose and has, in

many ways, dedicated his life to it, and the unspoken expectation seems to be that this should be

commonplace; that everyone, no matter their calling, should devote themselves to their

individual purpose:

And the other thing that the child gets is that - they’re being looked at from their elders
and say “oh, I’m part of this family, I’m part of this community. I carry an important
role.” And it’s all about - in the circle, if you disappear off the circle then there’s a link
that’s been broken. We teach them that. In order to keep the circle alive, he has to hold
that position and not break it. Otherwise, he breaks the link for the whole community. He
carries an important role - no matter what it is. No matter what he brings - or what she
brings - it’s a part of this community. And that’s the way our culture is and still is, you
know.

It is important to know that the phrase “to keep the circle alive” is extremely deliberate and

considered. hiwus rarely pauses during his speech, but there is a very noticeable silence that lasts

a full five seconds after the word “circle” in which he searches for the proper word and settles on

“alive.” Not “complete,” or “whole,” as might be expected when discussing broken circles, but

“alive.”  The implication, then, is that one’s perseverance sustains not only himself or herself, but

the entire “circle” - the entire family or community - and that each member is integral to the life

of the circle.
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The concept of perseverance applies in an even broader context to the shíshálh as a people. They

have persisted through epidemics of smallpox, an immense amount of abuse and attempted

cultural erasure by residential school staff and discriminatory, harmful governmental policies,

and blatant attempts at resource and land theft. shíshálh people have not only survived, but they

have also persevered through incredible hardship and their culture thrives and persists.

5.8 Revitalization

Much of the conversation with kwayimin revolved around coming-of-age preparation and

ceremonies in the present. He, along with a number of other community members and teachers,

is working hard to ensure that cultural history and practices are passed down to younger

generations and to help them understand how they fit into the community at large. While the

residential school system had a significant negative effect on how shíshálh people could practice

their beliefs, it ultimately failed to eradicate their culture as it had intended. Ancestral knowledge

and shíshálh presence can be seen and felt throughout Sechelt, and revitalization of culture at the

hands of dedicated community members can be found in schools and other outreach programs,

such as language classes and the tems swiya museum.

Presently, kwayimin and other teachers begin preparing boys and girls when they reach grade

seven, as they are making the transition out of elementary school. The boys are taken on hikes at

Pender Hill and the girls are taken up shelkem, to retrace the steps their ancestors would have

taken during their coming-of-age. Both boys and girls are then taken to a creek and are cleansed

by the brushing of cedar over their bodies. Their teachers then share words with them and

explain what they should expect as they transition in adulthood and what will be expected of

them.

The revitalization for transitioning children into adulthood formally began in the school system

four years ago. kwayimin explained that it is not only a learning experience for the kids; it has

also been a learning experience for himself and his fellow teachers. He was asked if it has made

a noticeable difference to kids to be guided through their coming-of-age and he responded with:
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...you know, when we had the ceremony just - maybe two weeks ago, not just - just
ceremony itself but the things they had to do - our language is a big part of it. You know,
this one girl said, “I was going to start taking Spanish next year or something else but
this has opened my eyes and I want to learn more about my language” and so she’s going
to stay in this program. …I feel very humbled to be able to - because I never...I tell them,
“I never had this, what you have - what we’re teaching you.” And I’m just sharing what I
know and the research we did. I think it’s very positive culturally and we’re bringing that
back for our kids.”

5.8 Wrongs of Passage

There is some discussion of poor interpretation from Peterson (1990) regarding this topic above,

and this is, in part, due to how he viewed coming-of-age (and perhaps expected it to be

represented) for the shíshálh. Coming-of-age in a shíshálh context is much more than a single,

decisive event or series of events that determine eligibility for adulthood, yet Peterson (1990)

uses phrasing such as (“candidates for manhood”) (pp. 49) when discussing puberty trials. While

his focus on the transition to adulthood is, primarily, on these trial events, it seems appropriate to

bring forward that a focus on events of this nature is not uncommon in anthropological and

archaeological literature. Ruttle (2010) takes to task this view, criticizing scholars for such a

heavy emphasis on specific events such as marriage and puberty. By examining the data acquired

during this research project, it is clear that the shíshálh coming-of-age process is one that begins

at a very young age and continues throughout childhood and young adulthood. While there may

be legitimate reasons for framing shíshálh coming-of-age through the lens of rites of passage in

specific contexts (as Iselmoe 2016 has done, to some extent), it does not seem appropriate for

shíshálh boys or for the coming-of-age process as a whole. This research proposes, therefore,

that future examinations of coming-of-age in a shíshálh context should move away from the

framework of rites of passage and instead focus on the entire period of childhood, and the way

that children are taught and learn from their parents, family, and elders.
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Chapter Six: Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Work

6.1 Conclusions

The coming-of-age transition between childhood and adulthood was very obviously an important

and significant series of events in the lives of shíshálh people. The process of becoming an adult

was not only the acknowledgement of physical changes for boys; it was a recognition of the boy

- now, man - finding his place in his family and his community. The trials and challenges that

boys would undertake throughout childhood would prepare them physically, mentally, and

spiritually for their responsibilities later in life. At the culmination of this process, the man and

his perseverance would be celebrated with ceremonies, and he would be given a new name that

marked him as an adult, such that both he and those around him would know what role he was to

play and what could be expected of him.

The cultural impact of coming-of-age has been acknowledged by shíshálh members and the

revitalization of related teachings and ceremonies is bringing youth more in touch with their

cultural history. kwayimin notes that there is still much to learn about how shíshálh people in the

past practiced and performed coming-of-age rites. What is known, at least, is being shared with

children and young adults and it is very clearly making an impact on how they view themselves,

their people, and their culture.

It is clear that prior attempts to describe coming-of-age for shíshálh boys were based on

misunderstandings and misinterpretations. In this specific case, coming-of-age was not based on

a trial or even a series of trials; there was not a “culminating event” that determined a boy’s

preparedness for adulthood. Instead, coming-of-age took place over the course of many years

and was a unique experience for every family and for every individual. The framing of “puberty

trials” as a series of events that are mandatory for adulthood is culturally inappropriate for the

shíshálh. It would not be surprising if this held true for other groups on the Northwest Coast, as

well, though that is beyond the scope of this research. If we have accepted, however, that

childhood and gender are cultural constructs and that they rely on cultural knowledge to be

properly understood, the same must be said regarding coming-of-age. While this presents an

obvious hurdle for archaeologists, given that said knowledge is often minimal or unavailable, a
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path has already been forged by feminist archaeologists and anthropologists that has illuminated

cultural knowledge once thought lost to time. Difficulty in attaining cultural knowledge is not a

pass to forego it.

Contrary to Peterson’s (1990) interpretation, we now understand that not all boys went through

the same ordeals and that their upbringings were not necessarily uniform. The needs and desires

of family and Elders influenced how a boy would be raised, and his own desires and skills played

a large part in determining who he was and who he would become. Boys born to common

families would have much different expectations placed upon them than would boys born to elite

households, as would those born into a slave family. Additionally, not all biological males are

necessarily considered as culturally male and individuals falling into this category may have had

vastly different lived experiences. While there is considerably more work that can be done in this

area, indications from Knowledge Keepers point toward a much less rigid system than had been

previously understood.

This project has helped to solidify the importance of minimizing, to the best of an individual’s

ability, one’s cultural preconceptions. I have shown how research steeped in said preconceptions

leads to misunderstandings and incorrect interpretation, and that allowing people to speak about

themselves and for themselves leads to better, more culturally compatible interpretations. This

will certainly inform research projects going forward, both with the shíshálh Nation and on a

much broader scale.

6.2 Recommendations for Future Work

This work has attempted to synthesize literature, discussions, and conversations with knowledge

keepers in order to better understand the transition from boyhood to adulthood for shíshálh boys.

In conjunction with Iselmoe’s (2018) research with shíshálh girls, we have attempted to present

as complete an understanding of childhood-to-adulthood for girls and boys as possible. With that

said, however, our work is still far from comprehensive, and there is much that can be done to

aid in this process.
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6.2a Inclusivity

Archaeologists have taken significant strides to move away from a focus on elites and high-status

individuals. While the stories of kings and chiefs and powerful people can certainly capture

attention, it is a disservice to both individuals and whole cultures to ignore segments of the

population that are viewed as lower status. This is particularly problematic in the context of

people who are often and easily forgotten: the poor, the outcasts, and the slaves. This presents a

tricky situation in the shíshálh context, wherein lower status individuals - particularly slaves -

were those who did not have access to cultural knowledge. Stories and family histories were

passed down through specific lineages, and slaves simply did not have access to these. Lepofsky

and Caldwell (2013) discuss slaves as “genderless” and Burchell (2006) writes that slaves “were

not permitted to wear [identity markers];” this indicates that biological males in slave families

were likely not allowed access to activities reserved for “boys,” but this contradicts directly with

statements by hiwus regarding equality and each person’s role in the community. This statement

is not meant at all to imply an incorrect interpretation, but instead to show that there is clearly

something being missed that needs to be investigated further. There is not, at present, a strong

understanding of how slaves and slave families would have interacted with and understood

coming-of-age in a shíshálh context.

Regardless, slaves are part of the shíshálh story and deserve to be included in discussions of this

kind. While their coming-of-age almost certainly differed from those in higher status, they

nevertheless transitioned from children to adults in some form or another (at the very least,

physically). Without understanding this process for all of the people that comprised shíshálh

society, it is necessarily incomplete.

6.2b Deeper Understandings of Gender

As mentioned previously, gender and how to identify it archaeologically has been, and in many

ways still is, contentious. While this research project has attempted to understand shíshálh

concepts of gender, there is much more work that needs to be done to this end. Undoubtedly,

non-binary or third gender individuals exist in the shíshálh community; hiwus mentions this very

briefly during our conversation:
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...there was no difference between men and women. If you look at everything we have,
everything has two heads. ...male, female. Always addressing the female, never men, men,
men. Always male and female. And even today’s standards it’s about not only male,
female but it’s about - some of the men are half women. Didn’t care. We’re just human
beings, right? That’s the way our people were.

Though this quote was used earlier in a different context, it is very curious how hiwus mentions

“some of the men are half women.” It is possible that coming-of-age is very similar for these

individuals, and yet, it may be possible that it is not. More conversations should be undertaken

around this topic and around these individuals to ensure that they are being considered in

research discussing gender.

6.2c Archaeological Investigations and Coming-of-Age Sites

Originally, this research project included a physical archaeology component, though this

unfortunately had to be removed due to university and project COVID-19 guidelines.

Archaeological surveys should be conducted at yeyetlinas and kwuta, though it is not expected

that cultural material will be found there. Survey should also be conducted at Pender Hill, as both

Peterson (1990) and Jessome (2021, personal correspondence) mention stone structures on the

mountain. Peterson (1990) describes these as serpent-shaped stones, reminiscent of tsain-ko, the

double-headed serpent. Jessome (2021, personal correspondence), however, describes the stones

in circular shapes, similar to those found at shelkhem. These structures should be documented so

that they can be recorded and, importantly, protected.
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